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THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC ON HIGHER EDUCATION
•

Disruption on research

•

Disruption on cost of tuition

•

Disruption on international mobility

•

Disruption on collaboration

•

Disruption on teaching & engagement

•

Emergency shift to remote/online education

•

THE GREAT PUSH TOWARD
ONLINE HIGHER-EDUCATION
The global pandemic forcefully pushed higher-ed (HE) institutions toward
adopting, increasing, and/or completely converting to online learning
platforms

•

The race toward remote-learning exposed the highly fragmented and lagging
state of online higher-education

•

While numerous industries have increasingly adopted and converted to digitallydriven operations, less-than 5% of college budgets are dedicated to IT spending
(HBR, 2020)

•

The global pandemic triggered a boost in global startup companies and private
capital investing in higher-education, $4.5 billion in the first half of 2020 (HolonIQ,
2020)

https://www.thebestcolleges.org/the-future-of-higher-education/

THE PARADOXES OF ONLINE
HIGHER-EDUCATION DURING
A GLOBAL PANDEMIC
•

The explosion of online higher-ed programs has boosted enrollment,
but also lowered costs of tuition, even in ‘elite’ institutions

•

The education industry is highly people-intensive, yet one of the
least digitized

•

As online higher-education continues to grow exponentially, the
influx of enrolled students requires the integration of A.I. and
algorithms into both curricula and instructional design:
more people = more machines as support

POST-PANDEMIC HIGHER EDUCATION:
DIGITAL WILL BECOME THE NEW
NORMAL
•

Prior to Covid-19, the online education market was projected to be
valued at $350 billion by the year 2025 (Keystone Online Studies, 2020)

•

Growth of digitized HE programs are attracting once-ignored or unique
target markets, becoming more accessible

•

A.I., cloud, mobile, VR, and AR are being integrated as part of the User
Experience (Ux) in online education

•

Traditional, 4-year residential experience may transition into self-paced
timelines: large content, vast audiences, individual customization, low cost

POST-PANDEMIC HIGHER EDUCATION:
DIGITAL WILL BECOME THE NEW
NORMAL (CONT’D)
•

Digitized learning experiences will add more flexibility to both faculty and students

•

Digital HE will allow for a wider-variety of programs and subjects to be accessible,
including fully-accredited degrees and professional certifications

•

Just as consumers are on-the-go, and marketers race to make goods & services
more accessible, digital HE will also render learning content optimized for mobile
devices

•

The digital future of HE will be ominchannel: a vast, hybrid, unified learning
experience across both physical and digital formats

•

Deliver real-world learning experiences via strategic partnerships with various
institutions and organizations

https://edservices.wiley.com/2025-future-of-higher-ed-infographic/

INTEGRATING DIGITAL COLLABORATIVE
TOOLS IN GRADUATE-LEVEL
CLASS-CLIENT PROJECTS

INTEGRATING DIGITAL COLLABORATIVE
TOOLS IN GRADUATE-LEVEL
CLASS-CLIENT PROJECTS

CONCLUSION

Thank You!
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